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SUBJECT TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT: ALTERNATE TEST OF FIRE

PROTECTION FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL COLUMNS.

The alternate test of fire protection for structural steel columns

(as specified in CSA B54. 3-19641 and ASTM E1l9-672
) requires that a

sample at least 8 ft long be tested in a vertical position without applied

load, and exposed to fire on all sides. This test is applicable only when

the protection is not required by design to carry any part of the colwn.n

load. The applied protection must be restrained against longitudinal

thermal expansion greater than that of the steel core. In the CSA Standard,

temperatures are measured by at least 3 thermocouples, located at each

of five levels (cross-sections). The ASTM Standard requires temperatures

to be measured by at least 3 thermocouples at each of four levels. In

both Standards the upper and lower levels are 2 ft from the ends of the

colwn.n and the intermediate levels symmetrically spaced. The test is

considered to be successful if the transmission of heat through the

protection during the period of fire exposure for which classification is

desired does not raise the average (arithmetical) tenlperature of the steel

at any level above 1000°F (538°C), or above 1200°F (648°C) at anyone of

the measured points.

The question has arisen whether results of tests conducted in

accordance with the provisions of the present CSA Standard would differ

significantly from results of tests carried out according to the ASTM

method. All fire tests carried out in accordance with the CSA Standard

have been described3
• This note results from an examination of the

test records to determine the influence of thermocouple location on the

fire endurance time.
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Typical locations of thermocouples as required by the two test

methods are shown in Figure 1. It is significant to note that the uppe r

and lower levels are at the same height in both cases. Thus the eSA

provision is essentially a requirement for more thermocouples. The

eSA Standard, however, requires measurement at the centre; the ASTM

Standard does not. Where protective materials have a modular dimension,

e. g., 2 ft, 4 ft, there will be a joint at mid-height. Therefore it is

important to measure temperatures at this location, as provided for by

eSA. Also, with pin-ended members, the structural failure would occur

at the centre. If there were a joint at mid-height, the results of tests

c:ccording to the eSA Standard could differ significantly from those

obtained by the ASTM method.

The tests examined and reported here were on columns whose

protection had no joints. Table I shows average temperatures at the

various levels at one and two hours. The level at which the temperature

first exceeded 1000°F is also indicated. Out of 7 tests, failure occurred

at the upper and lower levels in 5 cases. This is partly the result of the

particular furnace construction. The burners of the DBR floor furnace

are about 29 inches above the furnace floor, i. e., approximately in line

with level 5. Previous studies have shown that furnace temperatures are

somewhat higher at this level, as would be expected. In furnaces that

cause no temperature gradient on the exposed surface, failure would be

most likely to occur at the upper level (1).

The maximum temperature difference between any two levels

after one hour was lOO°F, with an average maximum difference of 54°F.

After two hours the corresponding differences were 74°F and 42°F. As

the thickness of protection was not entirely uniform at all locations,

however, a portion of these differences may be attributed to peculiarities

of the construction of the protection. This is clear from the fact that

failure occurred at levels other than nos. land 5, where it would normally

be expected.

The fact that there may be variation in thickness due to workmanship

or the design of the particular construction, is an argument in favour of

having as many thermocouples as is practical on the column. Where the

thickness of protection is uniform, however, one would expect results to

be identical by these two methods.

Figure 2 shows typical temperature profiles for columns at one

and two hours. Obviously the temperatures between measured levels are

unknown. The profile at one hour is more irregular than at two hours.

Since the protection on these columns remained intact, this would indicate

that heat conduction along the length of the column smooths the temperature

profile as the fire test progresses.
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The investigations at the DBR/NRC have shown that results

of tests conducted in accordance with CSA would be very similar to,

but not usually identical with, those obtained using the ASTM method.

The exception is where the protective cover has a joint at the centre,

which allows additional heat transmission. Clearly, it would be

desirable to have thermocouples at the mid-height in this event.

Therefore the specification for temperature measurement in the CSA

Standard need not be changed.
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TABLE I

AVERAGE TEMPERATURES ON SURFACE OF STEEL COLUMNS AT ONE AND TWO HOURS

e

Temperature, of, at Level Maximum Temperature

Time Test Level Number of Difference Between Any

Hr Number
1 2 3 4 5

Failure Two Levels

8 400 388 408 393 411 - - 23

6 465 433 471 463 515 - - 82

5 905 853 867 850 870 1 55
.

1
4 818 778 817 795 820 3 42

3 580 515 508 480 508 -- 100

2 720 717 730 743 743 5 26

1 905 900 903 950 950 5 50

8 892 900 888 890 870 2 30

2 6 988 972 978 972 993 5 21

3 1022 988 982 948 953 1 74
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TEMPERATURE PROF ILES AT ONE AND TWO HOURS


